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CHRONICLE N°2 

A new viral pandemic to the Service of Others ? 
& 

The worlds’ separation, a difficult but tremendous experience 

This planetary lockdown in question established by the globalist psychopaths, will have 
been a remarkable spiritual experience, even if the viral pandemic which was supposed to 
be the crowning achievement, then install the New World Order (N.W.O) will not have 
been up to the hysteria caused by the virus. However, this point of view is only true for the 
enlightened, because for the ignorants, the lockdown draws the horizon of a new type of 
global dictature.


No matter that the coronavirus’ nature is artificial or not, this global domination attempt 
by the Orion predators and their N.W.O’s henchmen will have already failed, even if it has 
anyway managed to engage humanity towards an umpteenth Golden Age, a new cycle of 
STS illusion heading towards the future human souls.


In that case, whether we want it or not, whether we have decided to welcome it or not, 
this planetary experience will have marked a great turn in the history of humanity. We will 
not be able to deny that in our world, something has definitely changed !


- First of all by enjoying peacefulness ! Silent roads, a few discreet passers-by, practically 
no more traffic, no planes, and few rare people cultivating their garden. Obviously, living in 
the mountain and already having a bit of privilege at that level, we could however realise 
that, for the first moment since a very long time, we were rediscovering the world before 
all of this progress and modernism racket !
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- Then, by observing nature ! Thanks to the lockdown which started in the spring, 
imposed by the so-called disaster, we gazed day after day at the trees flowering. 
Vegetation which had gone through winter without frost, was waking itself up and was 
timidly turning green again. Little by little, the birds and animals dared to get closer to 
humans. And suddenly, like before, nature, in its simplicity and fragility, was speaking to 
us again, and it was speaking about us ! As despite the lockdown and thanks to the 
heavy recommendations of our future Self, we knew that we had never been alone. Even 
if meanwhile, we even so well invested by cultivating our gardens in order to be able to 
understand it.


- And therefore the pandemic, obviously. The coronavirus crisis, a funeral programme 
which was supposed to establish a health totalitarianism through the promotion of fear, 
based on the sacrifice of freedoms and the perspective of a forced vaccination plan, will 
have not only authorised a reassessment of its corrupted health system and of its dying 
globalist financial organisation, but it will have caused a salutary effect on populations, 
which the occult government had not planned.


A few moments ago, the Angel had warned us : Extract of the Notebook 25 

There exists a certain link between the present situations and the future which 
awaits you, as it is not fortuitous that the Angel offered you gardens to cultivate. 
Learning to store the vegetable seeds mostly resistant to cold and planting them 
again at the following season, is going to become a necessity. As no one 
respecting the established rules by this corrupted society, will have the means to 
survive. And those who count on celebrating their transition in 4th density, will also 
have to learn to cultivate their own gardens.


In these times where because of this globalist programme we have shoved our habits, 
changed of life, something had obviously happened. Henceforth, every day will remind us 
of this pandemic during which, fully aware of the reality behind the curtain, we were only 
able to show compassion towards the executioners, the victims and the saviours, blind 
and deeply ignorant of the deep causes of this tragic comedy.
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The executioners’ group, supposedly blind of the 
deep causes of this tragic comedy.

https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/cahier-25-sand-jenael/





 

In reality, this humanitarian drama of which these three groups have been the actors, will 
have only been the reflection of a pathology which, created by humans, revealed the deep 
self-destructive attitude of modern humanity and of its technology. This wrecker 
behaviour of the modern human, so-called intelligent, has always been perfectly 
described by the first peoples. 


Transformed into an initiation, this humanitarian drama which is in opposition with the 
education that we give to the generations is very difficult to understand, as it first starts 
by our own initiation to truth. By shining a light on, it would lighten our path of life, which 
the classic education is incapable of realising.


The classic teaching has only been used to instil beliefs in ourselves, but it never prepares 
us to enlighten the difficulties of our existence through Knowledge. It only serves us to 
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The ordinary victims’ group, deeply ignorant of the 
deep causes of this tragedy.

The saviours’ group conditioned to ignore the deep 
causes of this tragic comedy.



cultivate and to stuff the mind’s intelligence and to react depending on our beliefs, but 
does not teach us how to act in accordance with this Knowledge. Furthermore, it does 
not teach us how to devote ourselves to others, but to serve our ego. It does not teach us 
how to love, but “configures” us in monopolising the energy of others in order to fill our 
own needs.


The hidden face of this viral pandemic, therefore revealed quite brutally this psycho-
spiritual illness of the human’s soul, in other words the image of the collective psychosis 
to which modern humanity stayed submissive to since its genesis.


Because of its dependence on this classic education for millions of years, the human 
beings accept a scourge, a much worse illness than plague, something evil worse than 
cancer, a terrible illness, but which without contest, medicine and science ignore. And on 
the contrary of a regular viral illness, this scourge is obviously due to a sort of 
psychological entity which, like a virus, is produced, then disseminated through thoughts 
coming from the predators’ worlds.


These malicious spirits are like a smart psychological toxin, a mental pathogen which 
forces the individual to only feed his proper Self deeply egotistical, in order to exclude the 
sovereignty of the Self of others.


Named differently all along humanity’s history, these pathogenic thoughts coming from 
the predators’ worlds of the Service to the Self, form a reality which contains, embraces, 
predicts and tacitly expresses, all the forms of destruction of the Self and obviously, the 
one of others. Destruction in which nearly all human species were implicitly giving a 
battle. This is how all other existential questions became secondary for his spirit.


These predatory thoughts, sometimes still called flyers, dark shadows, spirit’s parasites, 
wetikos or jinns, can truly be assimilated to viruses, infecting then amplifying the thoughts 
of the individual. (https://www.reseauleo.com/fiction-ou-realite-les-parasites-de-l-esprit-
ou-la-description-du-wetiko-dans-le-classique-de-science-fiction-de-colin-wilson/)


As they are much more pathogenic and contamination-like than a viral epidemic, those 
who refuse themselves to see what their contaminated thoughts reveal them, are just 
about to lose themselves forever. They are those who from now on, compete to 
humanity’s end.


Therefore nothing is more important than learning how to perceive our thoughts’ origins. 
As if people could understand that most thoughts are not their own, detecting them 
would authorise them to a waking-up potential much more elevated of their real nature. 
This type of thoughts insufflated by these predatory spirits often generate reckless, 
impulsive, irresponsable, bad-tempered, disastrous acts… For some even, these acts can 
go up to satanism, paedophilia and human slavery.
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https://www.lemonde.fr/archives/article/1987/06/20/le-directeur-de-l-unicef-de-bruxelles-est-arrete-pour-
pedophilie_4049817_1819218.html?
fbclid=IwAR0Se21SvtrEIpzu6NZ5YpwLKDnZM0JJTba9sJOGb6_pOdpEIQMsSKHqjU


https://qactusinformateur.wordpress.com/2020/06/12/q-scoop-besancon-un-magistrat-soupconne-davoir-
propose-sa-fille-pour-des-rapports-sexuels/

https://pedopolis.com/


https://www.reseauleo.com/hollywood-cia-epstein-pizzagate-decouvrez-le-documentaire-out-of-shadows/


The contamination by a predatory spirit, distinguishing itself of the one of all other 
illnesses by its psychological origin and sometimes hormono-chemical, is constantly the 
trigger of an automatic or urge-like behaviour, but nearly in every case, unconscious of its 
doer.


However, by managing to observe the mechanism at the same time in yourself and 
through the mirror effect in others (this latter simply being another aspect of the Self - or 
alter - through which the predatory entity manifests itself), we authorise ourselves to 
identify this predatory mechanism in a more objective way.


From this fact, seeing and recognising its attacks, this meaning the manifestations of the 
predator’s psychosis in the exterior world, would let us perceive his reflection, therefore 
allowing us to see and recognise the symptoms in our own spirit.


Question to the Angel : 

We have noticed that at the level of the ordinary population, the lockdown had either 
increased the psychopathic tendencies, driven by these predatory spirits in 
question, or either accentuated the Service to Others’ propensities. How would this 
influence of the STS corpus explain itself in our existence, and how to not be 
manhandled anymore by the psychological attacks of these parasites coming from 
4th densities ? 

You should be even more vigilant when you are dependent on numerical technologies, 
(generating electromagnetic fields) or if you are affected by hormonal cycles, as many of 
these factors can generate weaknesses in your energetical bodies. These flaws constitute 
remarkable front doors for these spirit’s parasites.


Therefore, when you notice that someone amongst your relatives suddenly starts to 
commit reckless acts, unreasonable, or starts becoming bad-tempered, easily offended, 
illogical... , you can be sure that his spirit is the subject of a psychological attack.
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These STS attacks can have three more or less distinct origins : either viral as it is pretty 
much the case at the moment, either technological, which creates a chronic fatigue 
syndrome and the incapacity to think, or directly through the manipulation of your mind 
and of your thoughts, when they are directed by the STS of 4th density. The three 
conducts being often associated together.


Suppose that you are subject to that type of psychological attack, you have to at any cost 
manage to stop the hostilities between you and the other, in order to avoid that this 
predatory spirit spreads itself again in the unconscious’ invisibility and can then 
contaminate your relatives. Therefore, if something is not right between you and someone 
else, decide both of you through a shared agreement to send this “something” back to its 
creator.


As this “something”, most often an inappropriate and irascible behaviour of which you are 
generally perfectly unconscious of, is invariably generated by the predatory entity which 
infiltrates himself in a flaw through your lack of presence.


And it is only when you manage to block or stop these usually rebellious or bad-tempered 
behaviours unveiling themselves fastly through insane and uncontrollable impulses, that 
the machinations resulting from the attack of this predatory spirit, reveals themselves.


And that is where it is important to not feed any resentment towards others, nor judgment 
towards yourselves, as you are not responsible for the thoughts generated in your spirit 
by the predator’s spirit, but you would if you did not make the effort of detecting it.


It must be known that the predatory’s spirit is omnipresent in the worlds of 3rd and 
sometimes 4th densities. It invariably infects the weakest consciousnesses, this means 
the undecided, upsetted, uncertain consciousnesses, therefore non-initiated or incapable 
of having faith in their interior Being or Superior Self. And not learning how to detect it, or 
to think that it does not exist, gives to this parasite spirit all the strength and occasions to 
manifest itself.


From this point, it is very important to determine its properties. A predator is not inevitably 
always a predator. This depends on who he has in front of him.


The hold of a predator can not be isolated, nor observed materially, like a physical virus 
would be, but its fundamental energetical print has to be detected in the unusual 
functioning of a psyche under its control.


Not recognising its existence or believing that you are unharmed from it, makes it 
possible for the psychological epidemic to contaminate your similar ones with no 
difficulty. As this psychological entity is potentially always somewhere. It is always ready 
to bother someone amongst you all. But investigating over these actions and effects like 
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you do, makes possible its observation and its analysis, then the stop of its 
manifestations.


By revealing its nature and observing its influence in the world, in your environment, in 
others and in yourselves, you will therefore wrap the loop up of the contemplative 
exercise of your interior Self. Which constitutes the most powerful practice of shamanic 
exorcism that exists, in order to come back to your Being’s sovereignty, which you have 
always been when all is said and done !


This spirit’s parasitosis by the predatory entities, therefore is the most dangerous 
pandemic which touches the current humanity, this because populations remain to ignore 
their existence.


This psychosis generated by the STS operators, simultaneously operates in many 
densities and dimensions at the same time. First in the heart of the individual himself, 
then between individuals, and after in the heart of the human species. 


When an individual is parasitised by the spirit of a predator, this latter literally and 
mercilessly feeds itself of the vital force of other individuals of his surrounding. And this, 
essentially in the objective of personal satisfaction. But most of the time, the possessed 
individual stays absolutely unconscious of the parasite’s harassing’s repercussions which 
operates through him and in himself.


Obviously, this parasite-like harassing reveals a form of self destructive cannibalism, as 
these parasite entities not ever giving nothing of themselves in return, will have to assume 
that the planetary consciousness which hosts them, reacts by the elements’ breaking.

https://www.reseauleo.com/conditions-meteorologiques-resume-du-mois-de-mai-2020-sott/


The destruction of the planetary ecosystem by the industrial lobby groups, in the same 
way as the one of the social and family-like system by the real estate and financial 
possessions, are the direct result of this self destructive collective pathology which in the 
end, will turn itself over sooner or later against these sickly humans. The climatic or 
geological disasters therefore are in close correlation with what the human inflicts to 
himself. 


The essential characteristic of the predators, is to feed themselves of the vital energy of 
other human beings. A psychopath spirit is therefore none other than an energetical 
cannibal predator, and it is the deep essence of its illness. Hyperdimensional predators, 
by acting on the human’s spirit, make sure that while he is possessed, this latter is cut 
from his own humanity, and therefore stays unfit to perceive the true humanity in others, 
as he will only be able to perceive the appearance of it. And expressing itself at the same 
time in his restricted way of considering things and in all of those that he had been 
influenced to not perceive, the collective psychosis of the current humanity, has become 
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completely indiscernible to him and predisposes him to a psychological blinding making 
him entirely an accomplice and responsible for this collective madness.


Most humans can not conceive the malfeasance level of the victims under the hold of a 
predator’s spirit, neither what they are capable of doing. The difficulty to imagine a 
probable existence of “ill-will or cruelty” in humanity’s heart, is the precise consequence 
of his inability to discern it in each and one of you, which awards to the predator’s 
nastiness, a manoeuvring freedom nearly sovereign-like.


And through his sickening ignorance, the ordinary human becomes, despite himself, 
associated with the propagation of this system’s illness, which the intensity now exceeds 
the power of words to describe it correctly.


The spirit of a psychological predator therefore is a parasite of a different type which at 
the extreme, can lead to the stop of the human’s organic system and behave itself in such 
a way as to cause him an illness, an accident, even going until his autolysis. Therefore, 
when they are installed, these unconscious mind-forms insufflated in your thoughts by the 
4th density predators, if they are not expressed or exteriorised, first feed their host, in 
order to finally just like a parasite, end by killing him.


In order to serve its miserable programme, the predator drags a part of the pathologically 
touched psyche away, to spread itself in order to claim ownership and absorb the other 
remaining healthy. The personality then builds a semblance of seeming coherence around 
this center of pathogenic reflex-thoughts which, distorting the “interior dysfunction”, 
makes it difficult to discern it. Once properly anchored in the psyche, the principal 
instructions which coordinate the victim’s behaviour, essentially come from the infection.


Individuals under the influence of STS predators, then develop a real aversion for 
independent human thoughts and run away at any price the frequency inherent to truth. In 
the final stages of the contamination, the individual is under its hold that much, that 
saying that he is an empty shell having a human appearance, a vehicle in which the 
installed infection spreads itself, would be justified.


The psychological predators battle very strongly in order to break your spirit up. They can 
change their appearance in order to take human form. Therefore do not ever trust the 
appearance !


Those who stay unconscious or ignorant of their trickeries, will identify the mind-forms of 
the psychological parasite as theirs and will act according to them. They will therefore 
wrongly believe, to operate according to their own impulsions and in their own interests.
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Question to the Angel : 

Let's come back to the virus. Was there a link between the cometary viruses and 
this Covid-19 virus in question created by the predator’s corpus ? Could certain 
viruses be created specifically by the thoughts with an orientation to the Service to 
Others (STO) ? 

Viruses are not polarised, this means that they are neither STS nor STO, but in a sort of 
way they play the part of accelerator of the genome.


As you have already managed to understand, cometary viruses are a “natural” help to the 
passing of certain humans towards the 4th density. They are mind-forms created by the 
entities of 4th density. And the one who accepts to be “infected” by it, will be able to 
modify it himself, according to the orientation of his consciousness. Therefore, the 
individuals under the hold of a virus coming from the worlds of the Service to Others, 
always develop a real interest for free and autonomous human thoughts, following at any 
cost the frequency inherent to truth.


While Covid-19, an existing virus, modified by human genetic engineering, as it has been 
elaborated by a mind center to the Service to the Self, will unveil itself to be pathogenic 
for its inventors, their accomplices and the crowds which are against this transition. For 
the candidates to the 4th STO density, the coronavirus will have therefore been a sort of 
“accidental but providential” accelerator of the evolution process.


Question to the Angel : 

We are already aware of another plan which runs through behind the screen of the 
so-called Covid-19. Is it wise to talk about it already ? 
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Some things can already be revealed, but as walls have ears, other things still have to 
stay hidden. This said, the information which is offered to you through conventional ways 
is so contradictory, that in this confusion, the effective truths about this pandemic are 
nearly impossible to discern. This simply because amongst the population, people have a 
point of view which is different according to the origin of their information. Authorised 
media only inform you about what you need and what you have the right to know, in other 
words not much being true.


More precisely, the vision which is generally offered to you, is interfered through the 
superposition of many view angles which deform themselves mutually : from one hand, 
the epidemic graph in a general way ; on the other hand, its deformed projection by the 
media, then, the one which is useful for the opinions’ manipulation.


This jamming, increased by the emotional bombing, is so widespread that you can be 
very surprised to sometimes find observations strictly rooted in the reality of things. But 
the reality anticipates an economical collapsing of the system, without any turning back 
possible, which all the serious analysts have already understood.


Not far from 4 billions of individuals in the world were locked down. For the first time of its 
history, humanity seemed to coordinate itself facing a shared global enemy. What 
happened ?


The great majority of the human community finds itself today “obeying” from morning to 
evening to a programming, without searching to think, without searching to know, but 
mostly without waiting for anything else than the blessing of its survival. And as it is 
scared, it generates, then speeds itself up towards even more serious events, without 
knowing what it is heading for ! The ignorant human, dazed in his hypnosis and his denial, 
lives his last moments of being a free man.

Luckily other human beings have already understood how to become these peaceful 
warriors of a silent spiritual combat, a secret war : the final World War ! Therefore beyond 
this silent fight, what happens ?


Remember that Emmanuel Macron declared during one of his speeches, that he was 
engaged in a war against an invisible enemy !


But what few people have understood, is that it was not about a war against the virus. 
Macron is not as uncultivated anymore like the public opinion still might think, as he has 
changed his costume. 


The “monarch” has come out of his chrysalis and now leads a secret fight with the 
presidents Putin and Trump, against those that he can not name, those who attempt to 
destroy our civilisation and who are part of these secret societies which govern the world 
in backstage, those in question who have signed a pact with the diabolical powers.
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Soon, populations will be aware of it and will be surprised. Many will come down to earth 
with a bang and will lose their mind by realising that all of the truth has been reversed ! 
Climate, governments, justice, nutrition, science, medicine, education, the monetary 
system, technology, religions, are reversed values !


All the principles of existence, from nature to the darkest depths of the universe, function 
according to the beliefs of humanity, in other words in a reversed way. And the media, the 
scientists, the doctors under the hold of the deep’s State ideology, prove to you 
constantly that everything is normal and that there are no other things to believe in, 
orienting you treacherously in a system of unique thinking.


Ask yourselves simply the question ! By whom and to what end are they all financed ? For 
the good of everyone or only for the one of very few ?


Those who have taken the time to investigate in order to understand, have obviously 
taken a grasp of it !


When it will realise that at least one child disappears every 5 minutes in the world, 
therefore approximately 1600 children a day, and will then realise where they are, 
humanity will be terrified and dismayed by the problem’s size.


Ask yourselves then, why the mainstream media and the social media forbid whoever to 
contest the Covid-19 tale ? What is the equation that they do not understand ?


Thanks to the Covid-19 operation, millions of children are in the process of being freed 
from a mafia of predators which has taken action since centuries on your planet. This 
secret war against this invisible enemy comes to an end. When things will be revealed, 
many will have nausea in front of the excessiveness of torture and sadism which the 
children have been victims of.


https://adrenogate.wordpress.com/2020/04/34947-children-rescued-from-giant-thermonuclear-blasted-
underground-facility/?fbclid=IwAR0cL3GG2FGkDXI_hRH4nkVgR_1b3-
kYE8HgN0B3MSoyNb3_dMeimQkQVAQ


The last World War against this invisible enemy is happening just under your nose ! But 
the ordinary people incapable of seeing reality do not notice anything, except for the 
collateral damages (these victims yellow of 
fear) and the fact that people are locked 
down in most countries.




angry
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The media-friendly’s fiction’s work in progress continues to highlight Bill Gates with his 
vaccines, the 5G towers, the climate change, the Pope, the United Kingdom’s queen, 
Georges Soros, Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama… but the day will come where from a 
hammer’s blow, truth will destroy all of this propaganda. This said, the choice of knowing 
and spreading truth only belongs to those who know how to collect within the 
informational’s field and inform themselves through their future Self.


In order to destroy all of these psychopathes’ networks and for more healthy new 
societies to be able to see the light of day, the totality of these satanic organisms have to 
be wiped out. This sick planet that you know, will not only disappear, but two worlds are 
opening their separation. 


For this, the superior consciousnesses of 4th density have imagined a global coup d’Etat 
which finally, even if it has caused many victims in the Middle-East, was not as deadly as 
the previous world wars.


Whilst the media were occupying the ignorants with the Covid-19, Bill Gates, 5G, etc, 
millions of children have been freed !


Question to the Angel : 

What do we have to expect in the period to come ? 

Many planned things will not happen anymore ! Have you not noticed that Macron’s arrest 
by the republican guard did not happen ? There is truly a reason for this !


Many individuals have been infected by the cometary viruses and therefore, have “thrown 
out their skin test”. So imagine one moment that your president also has changed his 
opinion, by discovering the way he has been manipulated.
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Maybe he is forced to play a double game in order to succeed in joining forces with other 
presidents, to dismantle this “deep State” governed by the STS entities ?


It must also be known that different channels announce “mass manifestations of your 
Galactical Brothers”. It is here about possibilities which if they realise themselves, simply 
demonstrate temporal rips that could drive some people to be witnesses of that type of 
phenomenons. But this does not at all mean that these manifestations are auspicious. 
They are mainly linked to the STS worlds of 4th density. Therefore, as you are now aware 
of the manipulation which is hiding behind these information, continue to stay vigilant and 
to keep your discernment. A second viral wave, very dangerous for the consciousnesses 
which are deeply STS, but rather good for the others, will open the realities’ separation 
and will transform life on the planet, causing other intelligent mutations.


The worlds are separating ! You will soon see the results. But meanwhile even more 
spectacular and inconceivable things are going to happen, especially on the 
electromagnetic, electric and cosmic level, this because still too many people do not want 
to see the objective truth. Elements will rage ! Magnetic storms will potentially blur your 
“communications”. In certain periods of time, weather and nights will risk to become 
more and more disturbed and strange.

https://www.nouvelordremondial.cc/2020/05/31/moment-flippant-le-ciel-de-pekin-sest-assombri-en-pleine-
journee/


Even spaceships of the STS corpus could be seen by some people, while the ordinary 
humans will sink in disarray.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pL9W7ME6elg


It is only after that things will improve. Meanwhile as you have been warned, continue to 
keep your calm !


As the Cassiopeans have also communicated about it in their session of the 9th of May 
2020 : https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/seance-du-9-mai-2020.48862/


[...] weather will play a more important role for what is happening next… and there 
will be food shortages. [...]

[...] Now, we already see that it is happening. Therefore on top of the bad weather 
and the food shortages, we find ourselves back with a population which is 
perfectly vulnerable to illnesses. [...]

[...] Do we want to ask what will be the nature of the illness next season ? Will it be 
a mutation of the coronavirus, a natural mutation which will happen and that they 
will call coronavirus, or something which will result from the vaccinations ? [...]

[...] Be calm ! Things will change ! Love and goodbye [...]
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https://www.nouvelordremondial.cc/2020/05/31/moment-flippant-le-ciel-de-pekin-sest-assombri-en-pleine-journee/
https://www.nouvelordremondial.cc/2020/05/31/moment-flippant-le-ciel-de-pekin-sest-assombri-en-pleine-journee/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pL9W7ME6elg
https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/seance-du-9-mai-2020.48862/


From now on, as you have already been warned of the manipulation which hides itself 
behind all of these realities, continue to stay vigilant and to keep your discernment.

You are now well equipped to enhance your magnificence of peaceful warriors and to 
take your flight for a new reality !


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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